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Abstract: L-shaped bolt lap joints are commonly used in aerospace and civil structures. However,
bolt joints are frequently subjected to loosening, and this has a significant effect on the safety and
reliability of these structures. Therefore, bolt preload monitoring is very important, especially at the
early stage of loosening. In this paper, a virtual time reversal guided wave method is presented to
monitor preload of bolted L-shaped lap joints accurately and simply. In this method, a referenced
reemitting signal (RRS) is extracted from the bolted structure in fully tightened condition. Then the
RRS is utilized as the excitation signal for the bolted structure in loosening states, and the normalized
peak amplitude of refocused wave packet is used as the tightness index (TIA ). The proposed
method is experimentally validated by L-shaped bolt joints with single and multiple bolts. Moreover,
the selections of guided wave frequency and tightness index are also discussed. The results
demonstrate that the relationship between TIA and bolt preload is linear. The detection sensitivity is
improved significantly compared with time reversal (TR) method, particularly when bolt loosening
is at its embryo stage. The results also show that TR method is an effective method for detection of
the number of loosening bolts.
Keywords: bolt preload monitoring; bolt joints; time reversal; structural health monitoring;
guided wave

1. Introduction
Bolted joints are widely used in engineering structures such as aerospace and civil structures
because of their ease of assembly and high load carrying capacity. However, bolts are frequently
subjected to loosening due to inappropriate preloads during installation, time varying external loads
during service, or other environment factors [1]. Bolts loosening may lead to the failure of entire
structure. Therefore, it is critical to monitor bolt preload at an early stage to ensure the safety and
reliability of structures [2]. Structural heath monitoring (SHM) techniques enable effective monitoring
of bolt preload [3]. Impedance and guided wave-based damage detection techniques have been widely
used for SHM [4]. Electromechanical impedance (EMI) is sensitive to minor changes in the bolt preload.
Perera et al. [5] developed a flexible wireless smart sensor framework based on the EMI method,
and the system was successfully used for loosening bolt detection. However, the detection area of
EMI is limited to the near field of the piezoelectric active sensor [6]. Therefore, guided wave-based
SHM techniques have received much interest for bolt preload monitoring, due to their sensitivity to
small structural damages and large sensing range [7]. In addition, integrated impedance and guided
wave method was also developed by utilizing impedance and guided wave signals simultaneously to
enhance the performance of damage diagnosis [4].
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Because ultrasonic wave transmission is strongly tied to contact status of bolted interface, wave
energy dissipation (WED) related methods have been widely studied. To detect fastener integrity in
thermal protection panels in space vehicles, Yang and Chang [8] used attenuation energy and speed of
guided wave transmitted across jointed interface to assess bolt torque levels and locations of loosening
bolt. Their theoretical analysis based on Hertz contact theory and sinusoidal wavy surface model
shows that the energy of transmitted guided wave is proportional to the true contact area of jointed
interface which mainly depends on bolt preload. Subsequently, Wang et al. [9] used the wave energy
propagated across bolted lap joint to monitor bolt preload. However, the energy did not change
with bolt torque when the applied torque reaches a certain value, and this is referred to as saturation
phenomenon. Similarly, Amerini and Meo [10] calculated the energy of the transmitted guided wave
in frequency domain to assess the tightening state of a bolt lap joint. Yang et al. [11] extended the
WED method to composite bolted joints. With a scanning laser ultrasound system, Haynes et al. [12]
acquired the full-field wave data and calculated the wave energy before and after the lap joint for
monitoring bolt torque levels. Unfortunately, saturation phenomena were also observed in all the above
experimental studies. On the other hand, due to multi-mode, dispersion, and boundary-reflection of
guided waves [13], the response signal at a joint structure is quite complex [10]. Hence, K˛edra et al. [14]
investigated the effects of excitation frequency, time range of received signal, sensor positions on the
preload detection accuracy of the WED method. They pointed out that these parameters must be
carefully selected.
Apart from energy or amplitude of the guided wave, phase shift has also been used for quantifying
bolt torques. Zagrai, et al. [15] estimated bolt torques by measuring delays of guided wave transmitted
across bolt joint. Their experimental results demonstrated that bolt torque is proportional to phase
shift of the guided waves. Subsequently, Doyle et al. [16,17] further studied phase shift of guided wave
propagating in a complex panel using piezoelectric sensors sparsely distributed. The results show that
the time at which phase shift occurs is related to the distance between the location of loosening bolt
and primary wave propagation path. However, changes of the phase shift induced by a bolted joint
are rather small and require sensitive equipment with advanced signal processing capabilities [16].
In addition, because received guided waves are very complex, it is difficult to select correct time
window and the corresponding wave speed to calculate phase shift and the distance between wave
path and damage.
Since guided wave signals are always very complex, Fink et al. [18] extended time reversal method
to guided wave monitoring technique. In time reversal approach, a received signal is reversed and
reemitted as an excitation signal, then a reconstruction of the input signal can be obtained at the
source position. Hence, time reversal method can effectively reduce the influences of dispersion and
multi-modal of guided wave. Watkins and Jha [19] adjusted the above time reversal steps, the new
procedure requires one transducer to actuate signals and the other transducer acts as a sensor for
all signal paths. This method yields identical signals as the original time reversal method and is
more convenient. As the time reversal procedure is still complicated, Cai et al. [20] presented a
virtual time reversal method and the time reversal procedure was replaced by signal operations.
The transfer function in the virtual time reversal method was obtained by taking the derivative of the
step pulse responses of a structure. Time reversal-based guided wave monitoring techniques have
been widely applied to damage detection for metallic plates [21,22] and composite plates [19,23,24].
Recently, Parvasi et al. [25] proposed to use time reversal (TR) method to focus guided wave energy
transmitted through bolt joint, and then used the refocused amplitude peak as tightness index for
preload detection. The authors also simulated the proposed detection method by a finite element
model considering roughness of contact surfaces. Both numerical and experimental results show
that the proposed tightness index increase with bolt torque. However, when the bolt torque is
relatively high, the focused signal peak amplitude changes very slightly. Meanwhile, Wang et al. [26]
experimentally investigated the TR guided wave method for bolted preload detection. The results
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demonstrate that as the surface roughness of the bolted interface increases, the saturation phenomenon
becomes insignificant.
The applications of the above bolt preload detection methods were limited to flat bolt lap joint.
However, L-shaped bolt joints are more common in real structures [27,28]. As the structure of
L-shaped bolt joints are more complicated, complex signal processing methods are always needed.
Jalalpour et al. [27] proposed a preload monitoring method for a single 90◦ bolted joint. Fast Fourier
transform, cross-correlation and fuzzy pattern recognition were used to process transmitted waves.
However, the fuzzy sets of torque level are limited, and the signal processing procedure is
complicated. Montoya et al. [29] assessed rigidity of L-shaped bolt joint using transmitted wave energy.
Then, Montoya et al. [30] further extended the method to bolt loosening and preload monitoring
of satellite panels jointed by right angle bracket. Their experimental results display that some
measurement parameters, such as the time window of received signal, have a significant effect on
sensitivity and repeatability of the measurement [30]. In addition, the measurement method is still not
very sensitive at the early stage of bolt loosening.
From the above literature review, it can be found that many research efforts have dedicated to
bolt preload monitoring. However, the detection sensitivity of guided wave-based techniques is still
not good, especially at the early stage of bolt loosening. On the other hand, the current studies mainly
focused on flat jointed structures with single bolt, complex bolt jointed structures such as L-shaped bolt
lap joints with multiple bolts have not been fully studied. Motivated by Ref. [20], a simple virtual time
reversal (VTR) method is developed for accurate bolt preload monitoring in this paper. In this method,
a referenced reemitting signal (RRS) is extracted from the bolted structure in fully tightened condition
(healthy state). Then the RRS is utilized as the excitation signal for the bolted structure in loosening
states (unhealthy states), and the normalized peak amplitude of the received focus wave packet is used
as the tightness index (TIA ). The proposed method is experimentally validated by L-shaped bolt joints
with single and multiple bolts and is compared with TR guided wave method. This paper is organized
as follows. Section 2 presents the proposed VTR and its theoretical backgrounds. Then, the experiment
setup and steps are shown in Section 3. Section 4 compares the preload detection results of the
proposed VTR method and TR method. The selections of measurement frequency and tightness index
are discussed in Section 5. Finally, conclusions are summarized in Section 6.
2. A Virtual Time Reversal Method
2.1. The Time Reversal Guided Wave Method
The original time reversal (TR) guided wave method has been used for bolt preload detection.
The TR procedure for bolt jointed plates can be divided into four steps, which is shown in Figure 1.
Step 1, a tone burst input e(t) is applied to transducer A, which activates wave propagation in the
plate; Step 2, a wave response signal u(t) is captured by transducer B; Step 3, the recorded signal u(t) is
reversed in time domain and is reemitted using transducer B; Step 4, a guided wave signal is captured
by transducer A again, and the original signal is reconstructed [31]. Since the peak amplitude of the
reconstructed wave packet can be used for the preload estimation [25]. Therefore, a tightness index
(TIA ) is defined using the following equation:
TIA =

vup
vhp

(1)

where vup is the peak amplitude of the reconstructed signal obtained from an unhealthy state, vhp
is the peak amplitude of the reconstructed signal obtained from the healthy state. In this way,
the reconstructed signal peaks can be normalized for preload estimation.
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Figure 1. The procedure of the preload monitoring of a bolt lap joint using TR method.

Usually, PZT transducers are used for both stimulating and capture guided waves. Therefore,
while a tone pulse input is emitted from PZT A, the response signal at the sensor PZT B can be
expressed as the following equation [23]:
VB (ω ) = VA (ω ) G (ω )

(2)

where VA (ω), VB (ω), and G(ω) are the input signal at PZT A, received signal at PZT B and structure
transfer function for the given wave propagation path. In step 3, the time reversed signal can be
written as
VB∗ (ω ) = VA∗ (ω ) G ∗ (ω )
(3)
where the superscript * denotes the complex conjugate operation. The transfer function from PZT A to
PZT B is assumed to be the same from B to A [31]. Hence, after this time reversal signal is reemitted
from PZT B to A, the reconstructed signal received at PZT A is
Vrc (ω ) = VA∗ (ω ) G ∗ (ω ) G (ω )

(4)

where G* (ω)G(ω) is refer to as time reversal operator. Therefore, the phase-delay factor in the time
reversal operator is removed. For a single mode wave, the transducer function can be expressed as [32]
G (ω ) = A(ω )e−ik(ω )r

(5)

where i, k(ω) and r are imaginary unite, wavenumber of the mode and wave propagation distance
between A and B. Hence, Equation (4) can be written as
Vrc (ω ) = VA∗ (ω )| A(ω )|2

(6)

It can be found that the shape of the reconstructed signal is the same as that of the time reversed
original signal when the transfer function is independent of frequency. Transfer function is frequency
dependent [33], so a narrowband input signal is usually used to enhance time reversal progress [23].
The transfer function G(ω) is corresponding to the impulse response function in time domain.
For a bolt jointed structure shown in Figure 1, the transmitted wave energy between the two PZT
sensors is proportional to the true contact area of the interface [8]. Hence, as the bolt preload increase,
the energy of the impulse response increases and the amplitude of the corresponding G(ω) increases.
Accordingly, the reconstructed signal peak obtained by the time reversal method increase at the same
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time. Thereby, time reversal method can be used for bolt preload monitoring [25,26]. However, due
to the saturation of true contact area at high bolt preload [25,26], the TR method lost its detection
sensitivity, especially at relative high bolt preload cases.
2.2. A Virtual Time Reversal Method for Bolt Preload Monitoring
To improve the bolt preload detection sensitivity, a virtual time reversal (VTR) method is proposed.
In this method, a referenced reemitting signal (RRS) is obtained from the bolted structure in healthy
state. The procedure of this method is shown in Figure 2. Step 1, a bolted structure in healthy state is
used, and a tone burst signal is applied to transducer A on this structure; Step 2, a response signal
is captured by transducer B; Step 3, the response signal is reversed in time domain and is recorded
as a RRS of this bolted jointed structure; Step 4, for the same structure in unhealthy states (unknown
preloads), the RRS is stimulate using transducer A; Step 5, the final response signal is captured by
transducer B. If the bolt is not loosened, the final received signal will be refocused at PZT B and will
be similar to the original tone burst signal. Otherwise, the final received signal will not be refocused,
and the peak amplitude will change significantly. Therefore, the peak amplitude of this received signal
can be used for preload detection. In this way, the complicated TR procedure is simplified. Moreover,
the RRS is also emitted in the healthy state to get a reconstructed wave packet to normalize all the peak
amplitudes measured under other torques. Hence, the corresponding tightness index TIA can also be
calculated by Equation (1).

Figure 2. The procedure of the preload monitoring of a bolt lap joint using the VTR method.

Like Equation (3), the RRS in the VTR method can be expressed as
R(ω ) = VA∗ (ω ) Gh∗ (ω )

(7)
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where Gh (ω) is the transfer function of the healthy state for the given path. The transfer function
changes due to the change of bolt preload. Hence, the final received signal in step 5 is
Vrm (ω ) = VA∗ (ω ) Gh∗ (ω ) Guh (ω )

(8)

where Guh (ω) is the transfer function of the unhealthy state, and G* h (ω)Guh (ω) is time reversal operator
in VTR.
Compared with the Gh (ω), not only the amplitude of Guh (ω) becomes smaller, the phase of Guh (ω)
also changes due to the change of the bolt preload. Hence, the phase-delay factor in the time reversal
operator is not completely removed. For this VTR method, the bolt preload not only affects the
amplitude of wave packets, but also the refocusing effectiveness. Consequently, the measurement
sensitivity can be improved.
3. Experimental Setup and Procedure
3.1. Experimental Setup and Specimens
Experiments were carried out to investigate the effectiveness of the proposed VTR method and to
compare with TR method. The experiment apparatus and specimens are shown in Figure 3. A torque
wrench with a resolution of 0.2 Nm was used to apply bolt load. M8 bolts and nuts were used to
fasten aluminum plates of type Al-5052. Considering the allowable tensile load of M8 bolt and the
yielding strength of the selected aluminum alloy, 16 N·m was selected to be the fully tightened torque.
In addition, the joint under hand tight corresponded to a fully loosened condition. A multifunction
data acquisition system NI USB-6366 was used to generate and record wave signals. The sampling
frequency was 2 MHz. Programs built in LabVIEW environment were used to perform the TR and
VTR methods. A high voltage amplifier PINTEK HA-400 was selected to amplify excitation signals.
PZT patches were mounted on the top surface of the specimens and were utilized as actuator and
sensor, as shown in Figure 3. The type of the PZT patch is PZT-5H.

Figure 3. Experimental setup.

Two sets of L-shaped bolted structures jointed by one and four bolts were measured, and they are
named single bolt structure and four-bolt structure, respectively. The dimensions of the specimens are
shown in Figure 4. In Figure 4b, the bolts are numbered from 1 to 4.
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Figure 4. Schematic of experimental specimens (a) single bolt structure; (b) four-bolt structure.

3.2. Experimental Procedure
For the single bolt structure, 10 bolt torque levels were measured which are from hand tight to
16 Nm. For the four-bolt structure, 6 torque levels of bolt 2 from hand tight to 16 Nm were measured
first. At this time, the torques of bolt 1, 3 and 4 were all 16 Nm. Then different numbers of loosening
bolts were measured, and the corresponding loosening cases are shown in Table 1. Both the TR and
VTR methods were used for every bolt torque measurement for comparison.
Table 1. Bolt loosening cases for the four-bolt structure.
Case Number

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Hand tight bolt

All

2,3,4

1,2,3

1,2

2,3

1,3

4

2

None

3.5-peak tone burst signals with central frequencies from 100 kHz to 300 kHz were used as
original inputs to investigate the effect of frequency. Since the frequencies are relative low, only A0
and S0 mode were excited in 3 mm thick aluminum plate. The signals were amplified to 40 Vpp
(peek-to-peek) and sent to PZT A as excitation. In addition, the specimens were placed on a foam
support during the experiment, so that the boundary condition can be idealized as free-free. Both bolt
structures were dissembled and resembled several times, so that every bolt torque case was measured
repeatedly three times. As contact surfaces also affect contact characteristics of the jointed interface [34],
the contact surfaces were cleaned by acetone before assembly. For every measurement, each signal was
recorded 5 ms length and was averaged 16 times to reduce noise. Please note that temperature-induced
propagation speed change has a significant effect on the ultrasonic signal [35]. Therefore, to remove
the effect of temperature, the temperature was 20 ± 1 ◦ C during the experiments.
4. Results
4.1. Results of the Single Bolt Structure
Experimental results of the single bolt structure are presented here. Each torque level was
measured using both TR and VTR methods at the same time for comparison.
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4.1.1. The Time Reversal Method
The response signal at PZT B in step 2 of TR method is shown in Figure 5a, when the central
frequency of the excitation tone burst signal is 150 kHz and the bolt torque is 10 Nm. The corresponding
reconstructed signal in step 4 is shown in Figure 5c. When the bolt torques are 14 Nm and 1 Nm,
the reconstructed signals are shown in Figure 5b,d, respectively. The shape the refocused wave packets
are shown in Figure 5b–d.

Figure 5. Reconstructed signals using TR method acquired from single bolt structure: (a) response
signal in step 2; (b) reconstructed signal with 14 Nm torque; (c) reconstructed signal with 10 Nm torque;
(d) reconstructed signal with 2 Nm torque.

From Figure 5a, it can be seen that the response signal is very complicated. In contrast, the shape
of the refocused wave packets is almost the same as the excitation signal, as shown in Figure 5b–d.
The input signal can be reconstructed even though the bolt torque is relatively small (2 Nm). Meanwhile,
the peak amplitude of the reconstructed signal at 2 Nm is smaller than that at 8 Nm.
The tightness index (TIA) are presented in Figure 6. It can be clearly seen that TIA does not change
with bolt torque when the applied torque reaches 6 Nm. This is a serious saturation phenomenon,
and the bolt torque level cannot be distinguished from each other at this time. The saturation
phenomenon in Figure 6 is consistent with previous experimental results [25,26]. On the other hand,
there are deviations in the results, although the temperature has been controlled during the experiment.
The main reasons might be the inaccuracies in the measuring path and bolt preload. In the repeated
experiments, the bolt jointed structures were disassembled and reassembled three times. In this way,
the wave propagation path might be changed due to assembly variations [36]. The other main source
of deviation is that there is a scatter in the torque-preload relationship [1], and the preloads were not
the same when the bolt torques were the same in the repeated experiments.
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Figure 6. TIA measured by TR method versus bolt torque for single bolt structure.

4.1.2. The Virtual Time Reversal Method
The RRS signal obtained from the healthy state using the VTR method is illustrated in Figure 7a,
and the central frequency of the input signal is still 150 kHz. The reconstructed signals in step 5 of
VTR method are shown in Figure 7b–d, the corresponding bolt torques are 14 Nm, 10 Nm, and 2 Nm.
The shapes of the refocused wave packets are also shown in Figure 7b–d.

Figure 7. Reconstructed signals using VTR method acquired from single bolt structure: (a) RRS signal
obtained in the healthy state; (b) reconstructed signal with 14 Nm torque; (c) reconstructed signal with
10 Nm torque; (d) reconstructed signal with 2 Nm torque.

From Figure 7b, it can be clearly seen that the wave is refocused on the original source point A.
Compared with Figure 5b,c, the peak amplitude in Figure 7b is much smaller than the corresponding
result of TR method shown in Figure 5b. Moreover, the amplitude of the refocused wave packet
decreases with bolt torque sharply according to Figure 7b–d. On the other hand, the shapes of refocused
wave packets shown in Figure 7b–d are different from those shown in Figure 5b–d. The reason is that
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besides amplitude, the phase of the transfer function of unhealthy state is different from that of the
transfer function of healthy state. In addition, this difference increases with the decrease of bolt torque.
Hence, the refocusing capability of VTR method decreases with bolt torque noticeably according to
Equation (8).
The TIA obtained by VTR method are displayed in Figure 8. It can be clearly observed that
the relationship between TIA and bolt torque is almost linear, and the saturation phenomenon
shown in Figure 6 is completely overcame by VTR method. This linear relationship indicates a
good measurement sensitivity of VTR method, especially at the early stage of bolt loosening. Hence, it
is possible to the distinguish bolt torque levels from each other using VTR method.

Figure 8. TIA measured by VTR method versus bolt torque.

4.2. Results of the Four-Bolt Structure
Experimental results of the four-bolt structure are presented here. First, 6 torque levels of bolt 2
were measured, then different numbers of loosening bolts were measured. Each tight condition was
measured using both TR and VTR methods at the same time for comparison.
4.2.1. The Time Reversal Method
Four reconstructed signals in step 4 of TR method are shown in Figure 9, the central frequency of
the excitation burst signal is 200 kHz. The corresponding tight conditions are 8 Nm torque of bolt 2,
1 Nm torque of bolt 2, loosening case 5 and case 1 listed in Table 1.
From Figure 9a,b, it can be seen that the peak amplitude of the reconstructed signal decreases
little with torque of single bolt. However, the peak amplitude decreases obviously when there are two
loosening bolts (Case 5), as shown in Figure 9c. It can also be seen that the input signal can still be
refocused even though all four bolts are loosening (Case 1). As expected, the peak amplitude becomes
very small at this time.
The results of TIA are presented in Figure 10. Figure 10a shows the TIA versus torque of bolt
2. It can be clearly seen that bolt torques cannot been distinguished from each other by TIA when
the bolt torque is greater than 4 Nm. Figure 10b displays the TIA versus bolt loosening case listed in
Table 1. It can be observed that TIA decreases significantly with the increase of loosening bolt number.
Although case 4, 5 and 6 mean 2 bolts loosening, the peak amplitude of case 4 is much smaller that
these of case 5 and 6. The reason is that the loosening bolts in case 4 (bolt 1 and 2) were located on
the same side of the right angle of the bracket, while the loosening bolts in case 5 and 6 were located
on both sides of the right angle. This has a significant effect on the energy transfer across the bolt
interfaces. Hence, the peak amplitude of case 4 is the same as these of case 2 and 3. Therefore, TR
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method is an effective method for detection of the number of loosening bolts. However, it cannot be
used for monitoring the early stage of bolt loosening when one bolt only loses part of its preload.
4.2.2. The Virtual Time Reversal Method
Four reconstructed signals in step 5 of VTR method are shown in Figure 11, the central frequency
of the input signal is also 200 kHz. The corresponding tight conditions are also 8 Nm of bolt 2, 1 Nm of
bolt 2, loosening case 5 and case 1.

Figure 9. Reconstructed signals using TR method acquired from four-bolt structure: (a) reconstructed
signal with 8 Nm torque of bolt 2; (b) reconstructed signal with 1 Nm torque of bolt 2; (c) reconstructed
signal under loosening case 5; (d) reconstructed signal under loosening case 1.

Figure 10. TIA measured by TR method versus bolt tight condition for four-bolt structure: (a) different
torques of bolt 2; (b) different loosening cases.
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Figure 11. Reconstructed signals using VTR method acquired from four-bolt structure: (a) reconstructed
signal with 8 Nm torque of bolt 2; (b) reconstructed signal with 1 Nm torque of bolt 2; (c) reconstructed
signal under loosening case 5; (d) reconstructed signal under loosening case 1.

Figure 11a,b display that the ultrasonic waves are still refocused on the original source when
the torques of bolt 2 are 8 Nm and 1 Nm. In addition, the peak amplitude of the reconstructed
signal decreases significantly with bolt torque. This is different from the results shown in Figure 9a,b.
Meanwhile, the peak amplitude in Figure 11b is much smaller than that shown in Figure 9b obtained
by TR method, although the bolt torques are the same. From Figure 11c,d, it can be observed that
the VTR method almost loses refocusing capability when the loosening bolt number increases to 2.
Figure 11c,d also display that the amplitude in the middle segment of the signal is still relative larger
than that in other segments, and this maximum amplitude decreases with the increases of loosening
bolt number.
The TIA of VTR method were obtained and are displayed in Figure 12. Figure 12a presents the
TIA versus torque of bolt 2. It can be clearly seen that the relationship between TIA and bolt torque is
linear, and the saturation phenomenon shown in Figure 10a is completely overcame by the proposed
VTR method. This linear relationship indicates a high measurement sensitivity of VTR method for
bolt preload detection. In addition, the standard deviations of the measurements are relative small,
so the bolt torque level can be distinguished from each other easily. In general, the results suggest
that the VTR method is accurate enough for the monitoring the early stage of bolt loosening when
one bolt only loses part of its preload. Figure 12b displays TIA versus bolt loosening case listed in
Table 1. It can be observed that the peak amplitude decreases slowly with the increase of loosening
bolt number. The detection sensitivity is relatively low. The reason is that when there are 2 or more
loosening bolts, the VTR method almost loses its refocusing capability.
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Figure 12. TIA measured by VTR method versus bolt tight condition for four-bolt structure: (a) different
torques of bolt 2; (b) different number of loosening bolts.

5. Discussion
It is well known that the selections of ultrasound frequency and tightness index are very important
for bolt loosening or preload detection. Hence, the effects of frequency and tightness index are
discussed in this section.
5.1. The Effect of Frequency
The effect of excitation signal frequency on TR and VTR methods is evaluated. Excitation
frequencies from 100 kHz to 300 kHz were investigated. As the above results show, the TR method
is effective for the detection of bolt loosening number. Therefore, bolt loosening number of four-bolt
structure were measured by TR method using different frequencies, and the results are presented
in Figure 13a. All the frequencies can be used for loosening number detection. Figure 13a also
shows that when the central frequency is 100 kHz, the normalized peak amplitudes obtained under
different loosening cases are relatively close. Hence, frequency of 100 kHz is not sensitive for bolt
loosening detection compared with other frequencies. Subsequently, the detection sensitivities of all
the frequencies are evaluated by the following means. Every curve shown in Figure 13a is fitted by a
straight line, and the slope of the line are taken as detection sensitivity of the corresponding frequency.
The results are shown in Figure 13b. It can be observed that the detection sensitivity generally increases
with ultrasound frequency, especially when the frequencies are from 100 kHz to 250 kHz.

Figure 13.
The effect of frequency on TR method (a) results using different frequencies;
(b) detection sensitivity.
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The blot preload of the single bolt structure and of bolt 2 in the four-bolt structure were detected
by VTR method using different frequencies. The results are shown in Figure 14a,c, respectively. The TIA
obtained by all the frequencies increase with bolt preload, and their relationships are generally linear.
Hence, frequencies from 100 kHz to 300 kHz can all be utilized for preload detection. In addition,
the measurement sensitivities of all frequencies are evaluated using the pervious means, as shown
in Figure 14b,d. The sensitivity increases with frequency as well. Therefore, it can be concluded that
higher frequency is better for measurement.

Figure 14. The effect of frequency on VTR method (a) results of the single bolt structure; (b) detection
sensitivity for the single bolt structure; (c) results of four-bolt structure; (d) detection sensitivity for the
four-bolt structure.

The main reason for the trends of sensitivity is that wave energy transmitted through bolt joint is
proportional to true contact area of the interface. Meanwhile, true contact area is the summation of
micro contact asperities. Since the size of an asperity on a contact surface is relative small (normally
smaller than 1 mm), ultrasound wave with smaller wavelength is more sensitive to true contact area [37].
In addition, as the selected frequencies are relatively low, only A0 and S0 mode are excited in 3 mm thick
aluminum plate. When the excitation frequency is from 100 kHz to 300 kHz, wavelengths of A0 and S0
lamb waves in 3 mm thick aluminum plate decrease significantly with frequency. Hence, the sensitivity
of preload measurement increases with guided wave frequency.
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5.2. The Selection of Tightness Index
Other than peak amplitude of the reconstructed signal, energy of the transmitted ultrasound
signal can also be taken as tightness index. In the discrete time domain, the energy of a received
ultrasound signal in time domain [ts , tf ] can be simplified as [8]:
t=t

E=

2π f
V ( t )2
ωs t∑
=ts

(9)

where V(t) and ω s denote the voltage of the discrete sensor signal and its sampling frequency,
respectively. In this section, the normalized energy of the refocused wave packet is used as tightness
index (TIE ) to compare with the previous TIA . The length of the refocused wave packet was chosen
as the corresponding excitation tone bust signal. The energy of wave packets was also normalized
by reference measurements of the jointed structure in healthy state to calculate TIE . Thus, TIE can be
expressed as:
Eu
TIE =
(10)
Eh
where, Eu is the energy of the refocused wave packet obtained from an unhealthy state and Eh is the
energy of the refocused wave packet obtained from the healthy state.
Figure 15a,b show TIE vs. torques of the bolt in the single bolt structure and of bolt 2 in the
four-bolt structure, respectively. Both were measured by VTR method. Figure 15c shows TIE measured
by TR method versus bolt loosening number in the four-bolt structure. Please note that the ultrasonic
signals used to calculate TIE are the same as those to obtain the results shown in Figures 8, 10b and 12a.

Figure 15. Results of TIE: (a) TIE versus bolt torque in the single bolt structure; (b) TIE versus torque of
bolt 2 in the four-bolt structure; (c) TIE versus bolt loosening case in the four-bolt structure.

It can be clearly observed that the linearity of the relationships between TIE and bolt torque shown
in Figure 15a,b is not as good as the linearity of those shown in Figures 8 and 12a. From Figure 15c,
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it can be seen that the TIE of case 1 which is 4 bolts loosening is very close to those of case 2 and 3
which are both 3 bolts loosening. At the same time, the difference between case 7 and 8 is relatively
large, although both case 7 and 8 mean 1 bolt loosening. In addition, the standard deviation of TIE is
greater than that of TIA when bolt torque is relatively high, as shown in Figure 15. Hence, it can be
concluded that the sensitivity and accuracy of TIE are not as good as TIA , so TIA is a better selection of
tightness index.
6. Conclusions
In this paper, a virtual time reversal (VTR) guided wave method is presented to monitor bolt
preload accurately, and the complicated TR procedure is simplified. The effectiveness of the proposed
method is experimentally validated by L-shaped bolt joints with single and multiple bolts. Based on
the results presented in this article, the following conclusions can be drawn:
(1)

(2)

(3)

The relationship between bolt torque and the peak amplitude of refocused wave packet measured
by the VTR method is almost linear. Preload detection sensitivity is improved significantly
compared with the TR method, especially at early stage of bolt loosening. The saturation
phenomenon is completely overcome by the VTR method. The main reason is that both the
amplitude and phase of time reversal operator in VTR change with bolt preload. Hence, the bolt
preload not only affects the amplitude of wave packets, but also the refocusing capability.
For the VTR method, the original excitation tone burst signal can be refocused at the original
source point when the bolt torque is close to healthy state. Nevertheless, the shape of the
refocused signal is different from the tone burst signal. In addition, the VTR method almost loses
refocusing capability when the loosening bolt number increases to 2. The results also show that
the TR method is an effective method for detection of the number of loosening bolts.
The selections of guided wave frequency and tightness index are discussed. Detection sensitivity
of VTR and TR methods generally increases with ultrasound frequency. The main reason is
that ultrasound wave with smaller wavelength is more sensitive to true contact area, and the
wavelength of the selected lamb wave decreases significantly with frequency. In addition,
both wave energy and peak amplitude of refocused wave packet were used as tightness index.
The sensitivity and accuracy of peak amplitude is better.

PZT sensors can be used for guided waves and EMI monitoring and the two techniques have their
own technical merits. The combination of the two techniques is effective to improve the performance
of damage monitoring [4,38]. Therefore, how to combine the proposed guided wave method with EMI
is the future research work that will enhance the performance of bolt preload monitoring.
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